This study was conducted to investigate cancer centers established for the purpose of satisfying various needs about cancer, improving the cancer treatment environment, and subdividing services ranging from diagnosis, treatment, and rehabilitation to palliative care. To this end, the authors have surveyed programs in 17 cancer centers representing Korea, including 12 national cancer centers and five major hospitals. As a result, it was found that the most common type of lecture program was disease management, followed by health care and hospitalization, while the most common type of participation program was psychological relief, followed by physical activity. The most frequently operated type of program was found to be psychological relief, followed by physical activity and health care in the regional cancer centers, while the most frequently operated type was disease management, followed by psychological relief and health care in the five major hospitals. The proportion of physical activity was very high in two regional cancer centers, whereas five regional cancer centers did not offer physical activity programs at all. In the five major hospitals, physical activity programs were conducted regularly at least once a month or at least once a week. In addition, further studies are required to provide professional and detailed medical services for the establishment and operation of programs for cancer patient management and the environmental aspects of the hospital.
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### INTRODUCTION

The number of cancer patients in Korea is steadily increasing, and the number of long-term survivors is also gradually increasing due to early medical screening and the advancement of treatment technology. According to a report by the National Cancer Information Center, the 5-year survival rate of cancer patients in 2009–2013 was 69.4%, an improvement of 28.2% compared to 1993–1995. In 2014, the 5-year survival rate of cancer patients in Korea was 70.3%, which was higher than the 69.0% in the United States, 62.1% in Japan and 60.0% in Canada (National Cancer Information Center, 2017). Therefore, there is a growing demand for medical services for cancer patients not only for cancer diagnosis and treatment but also survival, symptom management, patient education, psychological counseling, and physical management.

In 1996, as cancer incidence and cancer-related socio-economic costs increased, Korea began to implement national cancer management policies on a national level. The National Cancer Center and 12 regional cancer centers have been established thus far (Ministry of Health & Welfare, 2017). The functions and roles of the regional cancer centers include primary prevention (e.g., cancer prevention programs and education and publicity); secondary prevention (e.g., early screening, improvement of screening quality, improvement of screening rate, improvement of cancer treatment quality, and the training of manpower for cancer treatment); and tertiary prevention (e.g., linkage to hospice institutions, home cancer patient management and support) (National Cancer Center, 2017).

These regional cancer centers and cancer centers belonging to large hospitals are actively promoting and managing a wide range of psychological education programs to improve the quality of the life of cancer patients and educate them about cancer prevention and treatment.

The main causes of cancer are closely associated with lifestyle issues such as smoking, drinking, lack of physical activity, and stress (Beak, 2001). Accurate knowledge and intervention must precede effective cancer prevention (Mahon, 2000). In addition, a
recovery environment is urgently required for the cancer patients to guard against symptoms and a variety of physical dysfunctions, stress, and psychological anxiety during treatment processes including chemotherapy and surgery.

Some previous studies reported that physical activity is closely related to cancer incidence. Mid-high intensity exercise in daily life has been reported to reduce the incidence of breast cancer by 18% (Friedenreich, 2011), colon cancer by 23% (Wolin et al., 2009), and ovarian cancer by 19% (Olsen et al., 2007). In addition, physical activity is reported to be positively associated with physical function recovery and quality of life (Schwartz et al., 2009) and psychological recovery during and after cancer treatment (Speck et al., 2010). These results indicate that physical activity plays a critical role in medical service for cancer patients.

In fact, 20%—40% of cancer patients experience physical dysfunction such as fatigue, appetite loss, mood swings, appearance changes, and defecation problems as well as psychological anxiety and depression due to practical difficulties related to personal life and occupation (Bae and Park, 2007).

However, it has been reported that knowledge and attitudes toward cancer through education have a very positive effect on cancer prevention activities (Kim et al., 2015), and participation programs such as physical activity, horticulture, music, and laughter therapy in particular have a positive effect on stress and psychological relief for patients (Kim et al., 2013; You and Chol, 2012; Zhang et al., 2012).

The national cancer centers have been in operation since 2004, relieving the concentration of cancer patients into Seoul, and their services were implemented in 12 places nationwide in 2012 to meet the needs of local residents and to improve the quality of cancer treatment. In addition, programs that meet multifaceted needs are required for patients and caregivers who want more specialized and subdivided medical care services ranging from diagnosis, treatment, and rehabilitation to palliative care.

As a result, many studies are being conducted on psychosocial aspects such as quality of life, anxiety, and depression in cancer patients; symptom management; and nursing management programs, whereas no studies have been conducted on the current status and problems of cancer center programs to meet a variety of medical service needs. In addition, few studies have been conducted on the effect of physical activity, which has a positive effect on both preventive and therapeutic processes, in the cancer programs of cancer centers.

Therefore, this study was conducted to investigate the current status of programs in cancer centers in Korea and to provide basic data on cancer patient management and medical service by investigating the programs of 12 regional national cancer centers and the cancer centers of five major hospitals.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Subjects**

This study was conducted in 17 cancer centers including 12 national cancer centers and five cancer centers at five major hospitals that treat cancer patients.

**Research method**

In order to survey the current status of cancer centers in Korea, the authors asked 17 cancer centers nationwide for prior consent to this study and collected information on the current status of programs via post or email. Data collection was limited to programs implemented for the year of 2016. Data collected included program name and frequency of operation.

**Data collection**

Real numbers, percentages, mean, and standard deviation were analyzed using IBM SPSS Statistics ver. 20.0 (IBM Co., Armonk, NY, USA).

**RESULTS**

In order to show the results of this study, the present programs were categorized as shown in Table 1. Lecture programs were divided into disease-related programs, hospitalization-related programs, and health-related programs, while the participation programs were divided into physical activity programs and psychological relief programs (Table 1).

**Total number of programs and frequency of operation**

The total number of programs in 12 regional cancer centers and the cancer centers in five major hospitals in Korea was 12.69 ± 301
10.09 and the frequency of operation was 261.75±317.53 times (Table 2). There were 7.25±7.07 lecture programs and 5.50±4.13 participation programs. The frequency of operation for lecture programs was 145.75±224.59 times, while that of participation programs was 148.87±138.74 times. The most common type of lecture program was disease-related programs (3.44±2.39), followed by health-related programs (2.75±3.31) and hospitalization-related programs (1.00±1.96). The most common type of participation program was psychological relief programs (3.93±3.06), followed by physical activity programs (1.56±1.46). Among lecture programs, disease-related programs were most frequently operated (67.69±104.72 times), followed by health-related programs (54.62±74.28 times) and hospitalization-related programs (27.69±63.30 times), while the most frequently opened type of participation program was psychological relief programs (103.25±102.34 times) followed by physical activity programs (45.62±62.80 times).

As shown in Table 3, the total number of programs in the five major hospitals was 16.75±2.5 per year and that in the regional cancer centers was 11.33±11.36 per year. Programs were held 596.50±476.49 times in the five major hospitals and 150.17±145.74 times in regional cancer centers.

The most frequently operated type of program in regional cancer centers was psychological relief programs (68.67±85.32 times), followed by physical activity programs (30.83±61.28 times) and health-related programs (21.83±20.98 times). In the five major hospitals, the most frequently operated programs were health-related programs (212.00±123.86 times), followed by psychological relief programs (207.00±82.77 times) and health-related programs (153.00±93.66 times).

A total of 11.33±11.36 programs were held per year in regional cancer centers whereas 16.75±2.5 programs were held in the five major hospitals (Table 3). Programs were operated 150.17±145.74 times in the regional cancer centers and 596.50±476.49 times in the five major hospitals.

The standard deviation was high in both groups, indicating a great difference in the number of programs for each cancer center. In particular, there was no significant difference in the number of programs among the five major hospitals compared to those of the regional cancer centers, indicating a great difference in the frequency of operation. This result suggests that the programs held in the five major hospitals, which were run frequently, were not one-time programs but regular and continuous programs.

**Proportion of physical activity programs**

As shown in Table 4, the proportion of physical activity program to the total programs in 17 cancer centers nationwide was 15.26%, representing 730 times. Analysis results showed 47.96% of physical activity programs in the regional cancer centers with the highest frequency but 0% in the centers with the lowest frequency.
frequency. Frequency analysis found three places with physical activity programs held 1–10 times per year, 25% of the total, and five places with these programs held 0 times, 41.6% of the total. Physical activity programs in the five major hospitals were held 144 times per year, 29.6% of all programs, in the cancer center with the highest frequency and 48 times per year, 4.19% of all programs, in the cancer center with the lowest frequency.

The highest frequency of physical activity programs was found in the regional cancer centers, while the five major hospitals implemented physical activity programs at least 1–50 times per year.

In terms of content of physical activity programs, complex exercises such as health exercises and well-being exercises represented the greatest portion at 32%, followed by yoga (24%) and stretching (16%) (Table 5).

**DISCUSSION**

The Korean government is establishing and implementing a 10-year nationwide plan to conquer cancer and support various national cancer prevention management projects. This trend has prompted the expansion of the activities and roles of cancer organizations (National Cancer Information Center, 2017), and changes have been made in establishing independent cancer centers and cancer hospitals in most medical institutions (Hong et al., 2016). As the survival rate of cancer patients increases, attention is focusing on the importance of patient recovery. Therefore, education programs about disease, hospitalization, pain management, and psychological well-being are becoming commonly introduced to support patient recovery.

This study surveyed current programs in a total of 17 places: 12 national cancer centers and the cancer centers of the five major hospitals nationwide. It was found that 12.69 ± 10.09 programs were held, and more lecture programs (7.25 ± 7.07) than participation programs (5.50 ± 4.13) were held. The most common type of lecture program was disease-related programs (3.44 ± 2.39), followed by health-related programs (2.75 ± 3.31) and hospitalization-related programs (1.00 ± 1.96). These results imply that programs are more focused on the sharing of knowledge about a specific type of cancer, reduction of anxiety, and prevention of cancer.

Mahon (2000) reported that health was managed better in the intervention group that received education about cancer prevention. Shin and Lee (2003) reported that pain levels were lower in the group that received education on pain compared to the control group. Li et al. (2013) reported that the intervention group that received education on exercise, diet, and anxiety reduction prior to surgery showed better quality of life as well as physical function and physical activity compared to the control group, indicating that lecture programs in cancer centers have a positive effect of the recovery, pain minimization, and quality of life of cancer patients.

The number of current programs and their frequency of operation were compared between the regional cancer centers and the five major hospitals. There were 2.83 ± 2.21 programs in regional cancer centers and 5.25 ± 2.22 in the five major hospitals. Programs were operated 19.58 ± 16.13 times in the regional cancer centers and 212.00 ± 123.86 times in the five major hospitals, indicating a substantial difference between the two. We found that

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4. Proportion of physical activity programs in the national cancer centers and the 5 major hospitals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical activity program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical activity programs within total frequency of operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional cancer centers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Hospitals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency of physical activity program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional cancer centers (n = 12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 time/yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–10 times/yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11–50 times/yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>51–100 times/yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>101–150 times/yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150–200 times/yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Major hospitals (n = 5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0 time/yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1–50 time/yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–100 times/yr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100–150 times/yr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 5. Contents of physical activity programs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Program name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Health exercise (complex exercises)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laughter dance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walking</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stretching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Line dance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other dance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
one program was started weekly or monthly in the five major hospitals. We also found that disease-related programs often included lecture programs on common cancers such as breast cancer, stomach cancer, colon cancer, and thyroid cancer.

As the cancer survival rate increases, the quality of life after cancer treatment becomes more important, and awareness of and demand for programs related to psychological relief are also increasing. The results of this study showed that psychological relief programs rated higher than physical activity programs both in terms of number of programs and frequency of operation (Table 2). In particular, there were more psychological relief programs (3.93 ± 3.06) than any other programs in the cancer center, and the frequency of operation of psychological relief programs was the highest after disease-related programs. The psychological aspects of cancer patients are influenced by fatigue, cognitive changes, physical changes, fear of recurrence, posttraumatic stress, caregiver distress, economic anxiety, and depression experienced after cancer treatment (Alfano and Rowland, 2006). Psychological relief programs should be able to improve these problems. Oh et al. (2012) reported that significant changes were made in depression, anxiety, and quality of life through a horticultural therapy program. Yun (2014) reported that anxiety, depression, and perceived stress decreased while quality of life and life satisfaction improved through an 8-week meditation program (two sessions per week). Therefore, it was confirmed that psychological relief programs, which have a positive effect on the psychological relaxation of cancer patients, have been actively introduced and implemented in the cancer centers. There was a difference in proportion of frequency of operation between regional cancer centers and the five major hospitals (Table 3), with regional cancer centers introducing the most psychological relief programs (68.67 ± 85.32 times), followed by physical activity programs (50.83 ± 61.28 times), and health-related programs (21.003 ± 20.98 times), whereas the five major hospitals offered the most disease-related programs (212.00 ± 123.86 times), followed by psychological relief programs (207.00 ± 82.77 times) and health-related programs (153.00 ± 93.66 times).

Physical activity has a profound effect on the patient's physical functions and quality of life. According to previous studies, it plays an important role in the maintenance of muscle mass in exercise intervention during hospitalization for patients with colon cancer (Ahn, 2011). Decreased muscle mass in cancer patients causes increased fatigue (Vashistha et al., 2016), greater side effects of chemotherapy, and increased risk of death (Jung et al., 2012). In addition, it was reported that cancer patients' participation in exercise programs had a very positive effect on pain, depression, and quality of life (Cho, 2004; Hwang, 2011; Kim et al., 2013). This study found that the proportion of physical activity programs (Table 4) was 15.26%, and the regional cancer centers held physical activity programs 183/396 times, representing 47.96% of all programs. On the other hand, the least frequent physical activity program was held 0/120 times, 0%, and 5 out of 12 places (41.6%) did not offer any physical activity program at all. On the other hand, the frequency of operation in the five major hospitals was 144/492 times, representing 29.26%, and the lowest frequency of operation was 48/1144 times, representing 4.19%. Among the five major hospitals, there was no place where no physical activity program was held. Programs were held at least 1–50 times per year in three places (60%) and 100–150 times per year in two places (40%).

Although physical activity is effective for the recovery, physical function, and psychological well-being of cancer patients, it can be confirmed that the total number of programs and frequency of operation were low. Although the number of programs and frequency of operation were higher in the five major hospitals than in regional cancer centers, the highest frequency of operation of physical activity programs (189, 47.96%) was found in the regional cancer centers. In addition, the five places that did not hold a program were regional cancer centers. These results suggested that there was a great difference in the tendencies and frequency of the programs opened in the national cancer centers.

We calculated the mean and standard deviation of the number of programs and frequency of operation in the regional cancer centers and the five major hospitals to draw conclusions. The standard deviation was high in both groups, indicating a great difference in the number of programs for different cancer centers. In particular, there was no significant difference in the standard deviation in the number of programs opened in the five major hospitals, and there was no significant difference in the number of programs compared to the regional cancer centers, but there was a big difference in the frequency of operation. This result indicated that the programs opened in the five major hospitals were not one-time programs, but regular and continued programs. In addition, it is thought that the reason why the frequency of operation was high in the five major hospitals was because more cancer patients visit hospitals and more patients are hospitalized, while more people visit to care for cancer patients after surgery.

This study was conducted to investigate cancer centers established for the purpose of satisfying various needs about cancer, improving the cancer treatment environment, and subdividing ser-
services ranging from diagnosis, treatment, and rehabilitation to palliative care. To this end, the authors have surveyed programs in 17 cancer centers representing Korea, including 12 national cancer centers and five major hospitals.

As a result, it was found that the most common type of lecture program was disease management, followed by health care and hospitalization, while the most common type of participation program was psychological relief, followed by physical activity.

The most frequently operated type of program was found to be psychological relief, followed by physical activity and health care in the regional cancer centers, while the most frequently operated type was disease management, followed by psychological relief and health care in the five major hospitals.

The proportion of physical activity was very high in two regional cancer centers, whereas five regional cancer centers did not offer physical activity programs at all. In the five major hospitals, physical activity programs were conducted regularly at least once a month or at least once a week.

This study intended to investigate programs in cancer centers representing Korea. The findings of this study are expected to be used as reference data in response to demand for cancer patient management and medical services. In addition, further studies are required to provide professional and detailed medical services for the establishment and operation of programs for cancer patient management and the environmental aspects of hospitals. The authors expect such studies to be developed into studies on the effect of rapidly developing cancer treatment management services to minimize hospitalization, increase early discharge, and reduce recurrence and mortality.
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